STRAIGHT DROP AWNINGS

We’ve made a beautiful look easy to live with.
Cranks. Springs. Welding. Country
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While crank and spring operations each
have their place in Straight Drop Awnings,
every home is different. Talk with us for
a recommendation. In windy areas, crank
actuation is often best, as springs can allow
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design will hold the fabric taut.

Our optional hooding in Colorbond steel can
match or contrast with your home’s exterior
colours, while protecting your blinds and
concealing the top roll and brackets when not in
use. Because we cut our Colorbond hooding to
size at the factory using a guillotine, corrosion is
never a problem.

The crank mechanisms used by Country are
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Their higher cranking ratio provides faster
operation without compromising strength.
Raising and lowering is easy and our crank
boxes are built for a lifetime of troubleIUHHbXVH
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features a bottom pocket welded by a
German Pfaff fabric welder that is, quite
simply, the perfect solution. The join is every
bit as strong as the rest of the fabric without
any need for extra clips or reinforcing.
Our mesh Straight Drop designs neither
have nor need any stitching at all. Stitching
is often a feature on inferior quality blinds
and inevitably breaks down from UV or
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Straight Drop Awnings by Country are built
with top tubes in 50, 63 or 78 millimetre
diameters, which ever works best for your
window width. Created using galvanized
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stainless steel
The bottom blind clips we use are quality
stainless steel that won’t rust, created in a
Caribee design that’s far simpler than straps
and buckles and won’t ever break or shear.
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stainless steel in a carabiner design. Unlike
leash clips, our carabiners are superbly strong
and retain perfect functionality for year
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Spring-operated Straight Drop Awnings by
Country are supplied with a pull rod that makes
lowering even the tallest blinds easy.
The handle on our crank-driven blinds is
detachable. Various sizes help make any size of
blind easy to operate.
We don’t just offer motorized operation,
we offer options from wall switch to remote
controlled and even voice controlled. If
you’d like to operate your awnings using
your smartphone or Google Home, we have
the experience and solutions to make that
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COUNTRY VALUES. COUNTRY PRIDE

The Country Blinds difference
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Three decades in business has earned Country Blinds the trust of home and business
RZQHUVDOORYHU6RXWK$XVWUDOLD(YHU\\HDUZRUGRIPRXWKUHFRPPHQGDWLRQV
from happy Country customers mean our reputation for excellence in products and
service just keeps growing.
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Country Blinds is a family-owned, factory-direct supplier, manufacturing in our
Adelaide Hills factory and installing all over the state with no compromises. That
means our own installers take care of every single job. Because we make and install
everything ourselves, we stand behind our products and our workmanship.

Value
Real value comes from a business with the ability to create a bespoke product
tailored to your own home, perfectly suited to your décor and lifestyle. When it
comes to your home, ‘off-the-rack’ is often just another way of saying ‘compromise’.
We never compromise on value and there is nothing ‘off-the-rack’ about our products
or quality.
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We don’t just have showrooms…we have a factory. When you deal with Country you
FDQEHFRQĆGHQWWKDWHYHU\VLQJOHVWHSIURPPDQXIDFWXULQJWRLQVWDOODWLRQFDQEH
traced back to one place, one name, right here in South Australia. There are no third
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Thanks for taking the time to understand the many factors that set Country
Blinds apart. It’s worth noting that we make and install more than Straight
Drop Awnings – in fact Country proudly manufactures an enormous range of
interior and exterior window furnishings to suit all styles of home.

If you’d like to know more, simply ask your Design Consultant or
visit >>>W$3<2;8@#£-2&9W$31W!<

